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0 .' Leary ·named
as Plaitt, Planning
and Security director
,

by Anita Piszyk
Brendan O'Leary acting
Superintendant of Plant Planning · and Security, has been
appointed to that position
pe~anently, effective March
1, 1977.
With his better than eleven
years in plant operations, Mr.
O'Leary has seen many
changes and improvements. In·
hi s early day s with · the
University, the only existing
buildings were the A and B
Wings, Administration Building, gymnasium and present
library. Since then, additions
such as the Classroom and
Science, Buildings, the new
Commuter Center Building,
and the still under construe-

tion, Library Building, have
come into existence.
Before coming to Northeastern as a plant operating
engineer, Mr. O'Leary held
positions at the Hartford
Insurance Building and CBS.
For the last four years, he has
been the Chief Engineer and
was named to acting superintendant upon the resignation
of Marshall Mendel , on October I, 1976.
He was chosen as most
qualifi~d from a field of
twenty-three applicants. He
thanks the Search and Screen
Committee for the faith and
support they've placed in him.
The decision to appoint him .
was largely based on the many

letters from various department heads in recognition of
the many fine services he has
rendered them. Mr. O'Leary
was pleasantly surprised at
being selected from such a
large field.
He is comfortable with his
new position, although he
foresees some possible problems budget-wise in terms of
p erforming all the many
services this University obviously needs.
His main goals are to
improve, in his own words, the
"housekeeping," such as floor
cleaning and general overall
maintenance.
With the enlatgened facilities of this expanding Univer- .

New Director of Plant, Planning and Security Brendan O'Leary.
[Photo by Robert Trahan]
sity, O'Leary feels that a
larger plant engineering staff
would be beneficial, however,
he reiterated that monetary
problems restrain him from
accomplishing this.
He plans on making periodic
tours · of the University along
with Dr. William Lienemann,

vice-president of Admi.mstrative Affairs and Sandy Faloona, to inspect the, work
already completed, work that
is under construction and work
that is outstanding.
Brendan O'Leary, his wife
and their eight children presently reside in Chicago.

25 compete for
12 Sen-a te posts
by Robert J. Kosinski .
votes. He may give twelve
Twenty-five persons have votes to one candidate, one
submitted their petitions for vote to each twelve candidates,
candidacy for twelve positions or he may divide the votes any
on the student senate in an
way to reach a total .of twelve
election to be held on February
votes cast. All persons must
22 and 23. This is one of the · present one form of identificalargest numbers of participation before being allowed to
t ing candidates in several · vote.
years of elections.
Every student is urged to
There will be election tables
vote for the persons who will
set up at the Northeastern
represent them for one full
main campus as well as the
year, beginning March 1. Any
four off-campus centers (Cenoptimism for a good turnout in
ter for Inner City Studies,
this election is based soley on
Uptown, Westside and El
the participation, as candiCentro).
dates of students from the
Voting procedures will be
centers , par ticularly CICS .
the same as in the past. Each
Center voting has been typicalstudent will be given twelve
ly light.

l'NSIDE
Students crowded around several tables set up in Alumni Hall throughout the day on February
15 to meet with representatives from sixty-three government agencies at the Government Career
Information Day sponsored by the Career Services Office. Though . the experience proved
· beneficial and informative for many, many others came away disappointed at the dwindling
number of job openings in government. [Photo by Cindy Hagerty ]
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letters

Editor:
A few days ago we found an
anonymous note in our sug•
gestion box, and I · would like
to respond to the student who
left it there. I wish you had
appended your n~me. If I
could get in touch with you,
we would be able to talk
together, and perhaps some of
your frustrations could have
been alleviated on a personal
level. However, you do not
afford us the opportunity, so I
will try to help you and others
who may share your complaint. '
.
You state that the "chitchat" in the Library is so
annoying that you ~annot
study. You want signs· posted
forbidding talking.
My colleagues and I also
find the "chit-chat" annoying:
we would dearly love to have
no talking. But we can't do
much about it in the main
reading area. This facility was
never designed to accommodate the services it now
houses. It is absolute madness
to ·have the functions of
reference, circulation, and reserve areas in such a proximity
to duplicating machines and
entrances and_ _exits . leading
into public corridors. Even if
no one ever spoke, if all
services such as book charging
and returns, reference requests, and directional information ·were carried on in
absolute silence, the noise of

the typewriters , duplicating
machines, doors opening and
closing, and corridor noises
would still make the central
area which is a two-level
structure an echo chamber. So
until we cari 'move into our new
Library where provisions were
made for clerical functions to
be conducted away from public
view, and where there is ample
space between reference, circulation, reserve, and duplicating, we have to accept that our
main reading room isn't good
for serious studying.
However, there are some
spots in the Library that are
quiet. About 60 study spaces
are in the South stack' area,
and it's very serene there. In
addition there are few carrels
in the North stacks. ~oth the
Inner Documents and Periodical Rooms are quiet. So it isn't
quiet as grim as, you pointed
out.
Won't you come forward
and let me meet you. If you
are new on campus, let me
show you the quiet places. If
you are aware of them, come
anyhow. I, too, have to work
amidst this noise, and maybe
we can commiserate together.
However, ·thank you for
writing. Responding gave me a
chance to explain a few things.
Sophie K. Black
Associate University
Librarian
For Public Services

PRINT, the offi.cial campus newspaper serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave.,

Chicago, Ill., 60625, is published each Friday during the
1
regular academic year.
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00
noon for the following Friday's issue. All 'copy must be
typed. Late copy or material that does not conform to the
standards set forth ·under PRINT publication policy will
be handled accordingly by the editors. The editors of
PRINT will publish at their descretion any letters to the
editor, announcements, articles, classifieds, photos, or
other submitted material.
- PRINT editors have sole auth_ority governing all
material submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT ·
reserve the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors
.need not accept all submitted material for publication,
Good journalistic standards shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to submit LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR. Letters should not exceed two (2) typewritten
pages. Unsigned letters will not be published, but names
will be withheld upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accep t ed from any
student , faculty, administrator; department, or organization affiliate<). with the university. Announcements should
not exceed ½ page typewritten and will be published on a
space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliates of
the university. Classifieds should be limited to 50 typed
words. Classifieds will be published on a space-available
basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential.
PHOTO S s ubmitted . for · publication become t he
property of PRINT. Photos wiH be returned upon request
but will not be held for more· than one week. Photos
should include a ·informative caption (6 lines max.) typed
on a separate· sheet_ and attached.
PAID .ADS will be pu blished according to . t he
agreement the Business Manager and client. No ads will
be taken over the telephone.
THE PRINT OFFICE is located in E-049, just outside
the Cafeteria on the lower level of the Student Union
Building. The office is normally open from 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 p .m. Monday through Friday.
THE OFFICE TELEPHONE number is 583-4050,
extension 508 or 509. After 9:00 p .m., the direct 1 "nighti
line" is 583-4065.

couldn't care less about our
The only suggestion I have
Editor:
for this parent is that if he/she
Re: Firing of student aides athletic program let alone have
any pride in the university as a
does not know how to reach
in the Book Nook.
whole,
but
I
for
one
want
to
security after hours, then to
When I first heard of the
call their office during office
situation, I ciid not believe it. see this university become a
hours and find out how to
Ten · student aids were fired respected and quality insitureach them.
from the Book Nook, without tion in every sense of the word.
- Sincerely,
Betty Gialiessas
one days notice. I realize that
Co-Ordinator, UNI Day Care
Chuck Sokolski
money will be tight, but the
way spending was cut is
,Dear Editor,
inexcusable.
Open Letter:
In the February 4, 1977
I wish to remind the "person
Excuse me brothers and
edition
of
the
Print,
a
letter
in charge" of the Commuter
sisters,
but I thought the
signed
"
A
Concerned
Parent"
Center that the money and
celebration
of African Heritage
appeared.
i
would
like
to
reply
demand for the center, as well
week wlis all week long. I
as the schools, wou1d not exist to this parent' s "Do You
didn't know that monday was
in the absence of Commuters Know" questions as they
the only day to display Arlean
appeared
in
his/her
letter:
(i.e. students.) ..
fashions.
If I had known I
Yes,
most
people
know
There were- many student
would
not
have worn my
aids who worked because of the Day Care is located on the
Afghans,
Dashikies
and head
Parental
School
Property.
need of money, not just the
wraps
to
school.
I
didn't
mean
Yes,
most
people
know
privilege of working in the
to look foolish, me being the
the
Day
Care
is
open
until
6
Book Nook.
only or one of the very few
Somewhere, there was a p.m.
who
did, .and since my sisters
Yes,
·
most
people
know
mistake in hiring so many
gave
the look to me as to say·
that
the
Security
Office
closes
people but Mr. Haraldson,
"oh
my God a black 60s
at
4:30,
since
the
office
hours
what will you do when it's
militant,
sI:ie should be put
time to return and order new are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p .m.
away
or
something, because
--Never,
I
repeat,
never
is
books for Spring-Summer
we don't do things like that
,
there
only
1
adult
working
at
1977? (If there is one.)
any more. Now don't get me ,
Sincerely, · the Day Care after 4:30. There
wrong noy all didn't respond
are
always
2
staff
members
Katherine Konop~k
that way but it was enought,
present at the Center, and
because when the White
To the editor of the PRINT:
sometimes ·3, until 5 p.m. and
students aren't use to seeing
I would like to take this on certain days when enrolltime to echo the sentiments of ment is heavy , I have this type of display then this
shows that it is not practiced
Bemis Lester in his condemna- scheduled 2 staff (adults)
tion of the athletic facilities members to be at the Center enough. I had White students
look at me in fear, as if I was
here at· UNI in the December until 5:30.
the black "KKK". I thought
10 issue of the PRINT. This
- - If an emergency arises,
issue comes to light again in my staff knows how to handle wearing african garbs was a
view of the Student Activity the situation. The staff knows way of saying to our White
Fees Survey now being under- exactly how to contact securi- fellow students (who are the
future Whites of tomorrow)
taken by the student senate. ty after their office is closed.
As everyone knows by now,
If this "Concerned -Parent" · even though I sometimes-wear
the '76-'77 Activity Fee alloca- took the time to read the red shirt and jeans· and other
tions were as follows; Athle- sticker that is attached to the European clothing sometimes,
tics 20% , CCAB-19.5%, Media- majority of campus telephones and may see my hair as
19.5% , Fine Arts-18%, lnde- he/she would also know how to straight as . y.o.urs, and even
pendents-11% , and finally the reach security after office though 1- speak polite and .
student senate receiving 12% hours. The sticker states that fluent English, I am still an
of the total $330,000 activity in an emergency, if a person African who is proud of our
fee budget.
cannot reach secruity through herit,tge. I thought that AfriAlthough the Athletic Dept. their office, he/she should call can Heritage Week, was when
received the highest • percen- the campus operator and the we educate others of our proud
tage of money, I do not feel it operator will relay the message heritage for a whole week.
out of place to allocate a full to security. If the switchboard EXCUSE ME BLACK BRO25% or more of the '77-'78 is closed, a person can contact THE RS AND SISTERS I
activity fees budget for the the building engineer (ext. 207) DIDN'T KNOW!!!
Signed,
expansion of the UNI athletic and the engineer will relay the
I
Apologetic
program and to help make the message.
proposed Phys. Ed. Complex a
I think I can speak for my
reality. I don't know at this staff when I say that we at the
time what the proposed com- Center feel perfectly safe in our
plex includes, but I .would new location. I have even been
PIANO TUNING
hope that there are provisions at the Center in the evening
I /
I
for a bonafide football stadium and on weekends when fewer
to replace the field of broken people are on campus and I
1
$180ualitywork ' 1
1
1
glass and chuckholes which have no fear for· my safety
I
DON 728-2618
I
currently masquerades as a (and I am I not particularly
practice field. I .would also like brave).
to see at least one collegiate
level baseball diamond constructed. Surely we can make
better use of the land acquired
from the Chicago Residential
Schools, which has for the
most part been left untouched
since its purchase in August of
PRINT is the campus newspaper for Nor theastern Illinois
'73.
University. Publis hed weekly, t his paper is paid for by student
I personally think it outrafees and largely the work of Northeastern Students. Materials
geous t hat UNI's basketball
published herein are not to be confused with views expressed by
team should be forced to play
the University administration. PRINT is located in E-049.
a full % of its games on the
road because other schools
Editor-in-Chief. . ...... . .... .. . ... . .. .. .. . ... Robert J. Kosinski
Managing Editor . . . . ...... . ... .. ... . . . ... Robert L. Trahan, Jr.
refuse to cortie here due to the
Associate Editor .... .. .. . .. . .... ........ • . . . .. ... Ann F. Holda
inadequate facilities.
Photo Edi tor ..... .. . .. . . . .. ..... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Dolora·Jung
I know th at d u ring my
Sports Editor . . . .. .. ... . . . . ..... . .... . ...... . . .... John Stepal
lifetime as a UNI student, I
Business Manager ... .. . . .. ..... . . .. . ; . .. . . Carol Jean Zalatoris
will never see any of these
Staff: Al Albert, Cindy Lou Berger, Larry Brittan, Jakki Freed- .
things become a reality but I
man, Lynn Hitchcock, Franklin E. Jon es, Bobby Kramer, Sue
personally would be willing to
Lamb, David Maher, Anita-Piszy k, Mary Petersen, Benilde Polverini, Carol Podraza, Fanni Sosna, Liz Sygiel, Ronald.D. Weslow
help pay for them thru and
Photogr aphers: Cy nthia Hagerty, Paul J. Manda, Pauline Philipps,
increase in my activity fees
Diane Poulos, Kay lene Thompson
which are now only $18. Being
Graphics: Tom Hamill, Mark Schul tz
a commuter school, I know
too that probably 90% of the
students now in attendence
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A change of plans
ence hours will have been
increased from two to six,
b~ginning at 4 °p.m. and ·ending
at 5 p.m. on Monday, Wednes:
day and Thursday. This is to
Elbert Hubard
accommodate t-he large maby Robert J. Kosinski
jority of students who do not
If you're baffled or confused
participate in student activiby the diagram t hat appears to
ties and would just as soon get
t he right of the page because
t heir day ov~r more quickly.
you can't understand it or you
To me, this proposal seems
must can't read it, don't feel
far better than the favored one
bad.
by the University Educational
I should tell you t~at t he
university academic communi-.- Policies Council, in which the
school day begins at 7:30 a.m.
ty is now in t he _process of
(earlier t han t h~t .of any scnOQl
trying t o devise a bet ter
scheduling pattern for courses , I know and probably worthless
unless departments start
t hat would lend itself more
scheduling those indispensible
toward academics and would
required courses at t hat time),
allow s t udents a great er
courses, for the most part, will
v ariety when it came to
run on the off-hours (7:30 to
scheduling course times. The
8:30 etc. ), and t he activity
proposal at the right is one
hour will remain in tbe middle
submitted by Dr. Charlie
of the day, three times a week.
Barber, a history professor at
is not a terribly bad plan
t his univ ersit y. In it , the
but it isn't my favorite and
school day will begin at 8 am.
neither can answer one very
There will be courses schedulimportant question. Will a
ed for t hree times a week and
better academically-related
those scheduled for only two,
schedule a llow t he depa rtand the activity and confer-

"An idea that is not,..dangerous
is unworthy of being called an
idea at all."
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ments to increase t heir course
and course section 'offerings?
The department s will tell
you t hat it will take more
money and aft er a tuit ion
increase, the question·will t hen
be up to the state legislature.
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It will then be up to t he
teachers and students who
may decide that they liked the
way things were before and
may not want to teach or learn
early in the morning or during
lunchtime.

V

At any rate, you probably
had no idea .t hat all this was
going on, so if you have any
input on t he change of tire
scheduling pat tern, send it to
me. I will make sure it reaches
j,he right persons.

AFRIKAN ROOTS - A merican Fruits

A -.week of people,

.celehratirig thelllselves ·
by Flora Davis
February to Black people at
UNI has traditionally ~eant a
very special time. It is a time
when Black students, faculty,
staff and administration come
together, play toget4er and
celeb r a te in the communal

BUSIN ESS

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelope&
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
3IO Fra.nklin Street
Boston. Mass. 02 110
"Flowers & Plants for All Occasions''.

§ JH[ A~-Jf JE J(l

,
Jf JG 3358
O JLl J[ §1f $
West Bryn Mawr
Ch icago, Ill . 478-6276

10 % DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UN I STUDENTS .
· AND FACULTY
WITH I.D .'S

- - - - - - - - - ------------~

spirit which is a part of t heir
Afrikan heritage .
February '77 held true to
this tradition. In planning this
yea rs F ebr uary _celebration
students t heir advisors sought
the advise and counsel of Mr.
Speller in the early planning
stages. He reminded them of
tne wealth of talent in their
own background (The Black
Community of UNI and ,
CICS).
Acting on this wise mandate, we structure a program
which emphasized our "own."
The opening c~lebration bore
witness to · this sound judgemen t. The opening d ays
celebration ensembled an array
of talent that overwhelmed
even Black students them -..
selves. For us there certainly is
a spiritual excitement created
when students a nd fa culty
direct all their talents toward
achieving . a goal. It is even
more spiritually exciting to see
that goal accomplished succesfully.
In keeping with our tradition, our advisor Mr. Speller
opened the week's festivities.
He spoke of the " distance
trav.eled. ; . and the miles yet
to go, in our guest for true
liberation." He reiterated the
many necessities for a positive
people to ceiebrate themselves.
On that note, the very

Renee LeFlore singing "Afrikan Roots: American Fruits" accompanied by Mark Reddick on the
guitar. -[Photo by Robert Trahan]

capable M.C.'s to t he persons
'of staff Allen Knox and Jimmy
Ross unveiled to UNI's community, Black t alent that
ranged from stand-up comedy
to dramatic readings. To say
the least, t he in-between of
t hese two extremes literally
"titillated" all of our sensibilities.
The following day and each
day thereafter, was none-theless exciting and fulfilling.
We ca'ned Tues day our
"Basic _ Survival" Workshop
Day. Included in t his informat_ion packed event were four
work s hops led · b y Dr. I va
Carru thers, Brot her George
West, Sister Ulestine Watson
of UWW and Sister Denice
Becknel.
On Wednesday we bathed
our souls and cleansed our
spirit. To us, music' and song
have always been more. than
'just' entertainment. It has
been t he force that moves us,

driver. us and sustains us. The
UNI BlackA Heritage Gospel
Choir was regal and magnificent in t heir expression of this
all important force. Theirmusic
was uplifting. . . their ' music
was inspiring. . . Their music
was our music.
Thursday brough.t us to gether in one glorious crecendo. Thursday was the climax
that brought itself 'on.' Thursday brought us together in
comm nal expression that
only t rue Afrikan people can
understand and a p preciate. _
The Mu ntu Dancers a nd 1
Niambi joined our own providing an energetic, exhuberant
mood.
Dr. Jake Carrut hers gave an
enlightening Kwanza demonstration bringing us closer ever
closer to the customs of our
original homeland.
The artwork and food-tasting were two of the most
successful features and it was

'

good to be joined by faculty _
and students from CICS as
well as from Shule Ya W atoto
and t he The Institut e of
P ositive Edu cation . It is
indeed a rare and universally
aware people that sense t hat
'class' is a 'man-made' categorization and choose to ignore it
for a higher plane of communications of all its people.
Administrators, in t he form of
Dr. Ann Smith and " Doc"
Speller; Fa culty, Roo sevelt
Gordon, Charlie Martin and
Marylene Whitehead ; Staff ,
George West; Security Offieer
Marshall Burton and Orlando
Condon of t he P hysical Plant
j oined t he s tudents in a
sho-nuff boogie-down' finale.
Thi~ years t heme made clear_
t he reality that we are the
American fruits with deep ,
wholesome Afrikan Roots that
are richly grounded in Afrikan
soil. Black Week gave us all
this and more.

I
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\_ announcement~"\
FISHING COBRSES AT NORTHEASTERN 1
The
Physical Education Department is in the process of developing
college accredited FISHING COURSES, to be taught h_ere at the ,
University: The courses will be taught by Dan Creely, a member
of the Physical Education Staff. If you are interested in taking
one of the classes come to the PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OFFICE and pick ~p a flyer explaining the contents of each
course.
PHI DELTA KAPPA announces that LOWELL C: ROSE
Executive Secretary of Phi Delta Kappa, will speak on the Phi
Delta Kappa Interests and Goals for 1977 here at UNI in the
Student Union Building, room CC 216 on February 23, from 4-6.
Refreshments will be served.
THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE has announced a major
change in office hours on an experimental basis beginning tlie
week of February 21. Specifically the office will close to student
and publice traffic each Wednesday for the entire day.
The purpose of the Wednesday closure is to permit effective
processing of heavy paper workload in the awarding season (now
underway for 77-78). Constant student traffic and telephone calls
seriously hinder the efforts to process forms, etc. and prepare for
student visits.

'

WOMEN SERVICES is sponsoring a series of four Survival
Workshops entitled "On Our Way to Educational Justice"
beginning March 9th from 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. Topics to be covered
include career planning, non-tra,g itional programs, financial aid
and supportive services. Registratign will oe held in Women
Services (B-114, ext. 375) and there is no charge.
THE RETURNEES, a club for the returning woman student,
will have a planning meeting to discuss needs, frustrations and
ways to help each other Thursday, February 2 at 1:00 in the
Women's Studies Resource Center, 0041 (the Tunnel). For further
information please contact Ellen Dauber, x375. THE DAY OF THE JACKAL IS A TRUE STORY OF THE
French Secret Army's attempt to kill Charles de Gaulle. One of
the most highly charged thrillers in years! This Roll-em
Production film will be shown Tues. Feb. 22 at 7:30 in the Aud.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JANE PITI'MAN, a Unicom
Film, scheduled for Wed. Feb. 23 in the Unicom is a 100 year
experience centering around the life of Jane Pittman. Cicely
Tyson is deeply moving in thi~ •unforgetable search for freedom.
POET JUNE JORDAN originally scheduled to appear at the
Creative Writing Center Wed. nite Feb. 23 will be unable to keep
this date, a new . date will be scheduled and announced.
- -CCAB Lectures.
COMEDIAN? DICK GREGORY, recording artist, author,
lecturer, actor, human rights activist, social satirist, critic and
philosopher will return to UNI Thurs. Feb. 24 at 1:00 in the Aud.
- -CCAB Lectures

ARVE CONNECTION DANCERS. Jerry James [left], Richard Arve, and Larry lppel [rightJ
perform "NAJA" March 11 and 12 at Northeastern University. [Photo by Bill Marten]

Arve dancers perform March 12
by Liz Silverstein
"THE ARVE CONNECTION" modem dancers are
currently rehearsing for their
debut performances March 11
and 12 here in the Auditorium.
In addition to "Naja" (pictured here) the program will
feature Artistic Director Rich- .
ard Arve' s ' newest work in
progres-s , "Fragments of a
Dream." New works are also
being set by choreographers
Marge Robley and Lynda
Martha.
Richard Arve heads the
Modem Dance division of the
Ruth Page Foundation, home
of the Chicago Ballet. He has •
performed in concerts; clubs,
and colleges all, over the
country, and was named
outstanding choreographer for
1973 by the Chicago media.
Mr. Arve has been .awarded
numerous
choreographic
grants from the National
Endowment for the Arts in
Washington, D.C. , and from
the Illinois Arts Council, and
h~s designed original modem
works for the Chicago Ballet

and Pittsburgh Dance Theatre.
His "Richard Arve Trio" was
featured in John Willis's
"Dance World" for 1974-75-76.
"THE i\RVE CONNECTION" will feature dancers
Margaret Lynne DiCianni,Anna Czajun, Violetta Karoses, Marge Hobl~y·, Larry Ippel,
Jerry James, Lynda Martha,
and Barbara Neiman, with
Mark Alford, Teena Akiyama,
David Margolis, Liz Silverstein, Linda Wagnon, and
Patty Zazverskey.
Costume design for the new ·
dances is by Dorothy Glassberg, who created the original
designs for the .Chicago company of "Don't Bother Me, I
Can't Cope. " Ms. Glass berg
has recently completed a _series
of forty television shows for
the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and
. serves as Make-Up Artist
Expert for ABC and CBS TV
in Chicago. A popular Artistin-Residence at such schools as
The American Theatre Institute in Aspen, Colorado,
Columbia College, the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, and BaU
State University, Ms. Glassberg holds an honorary degree
· for exceptional achievement in
Theater Design from the
University of Colorado.
Tickets for the concerts will
be available at the Dance
Department, A-114 . General
admission is · $3.50, UNI
students 'tree with valid I.D.
CAP A vouchers will be accepted, and group rates are
available. · ·

Thousands of Topics
Send - for your up-to-date, 160mail order .;atalog. Enclose
$t .00 to
postage and
~nding.

.page,

RESEARCH ASslSTANCE; INC.
. 1132;1-IDAHO AYE., I 206
LOS ANGl:LES, CALlt=. 90025
J213) 477-8474 .
Our- research papers ~re sold for
purpoMS only.

resea~ch

LUNCH, DINNER & LA TE SNACKS

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cock tai ls
Ch ar-broiled Gull iburg ers
Ribs .· Chi c.ken • St eaks

The NEW ART STRING ENSEMBLE featuring guest soloist:
Karen Andrle cellist, Katherine Borst Jones flutist, and James
Mathis pianist will perform works by Boccherini, Foote, Bach,
Holst, and d'Indy Thurs. Feb. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in the Aud. Tickets
are free w / UNI ID and $2.00 without. Sponsored by CCAB
. CLASSICAL MUSIC.

Come to . "THE FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIA~"! A dance
featuring the music of "Straight Ahead"; at the Oddfellows Hall,
4221 W. Irving Park Road (Irving and' Keeler) from 8:00 pm to
2:00 am! Come on down on Friday, February 25, ·1977. ONLY
$1.50 presale admission, $2.00 admission at the door. (Beer and
wine will be available.) Buy presale admission tickets by the
CCAB FEBRUARY NEWSLETl'ER has been out and about JUKEBOX in the UNICORN. Sponsored by Lam,b da Sigma
for sometime now. If you haven't already, pick one up read it and Alpha Sorori~.
keep it for reference, it'll be worth it!
If you are taking any WOMEN'S STUDIES courses (there are
VETERANS: The Northeastern Illinois Veterans Association- 7 offered this tri); you know it's time for "individual research"
will meet on the following dates in March: Friday, March 4 and projects. Le\. us supplement your data with material you may not
Friday, March 18, at 8 p.m. at t he clubhouse, 4336 N. Western. find in the Library. The Women's Studies Resource Center has.
All veterans and concerned non-veterans are invited to attend. information dealing with the many issues generated by the
Topics to be discussed will be, saving the Illinois State Military Women's Movement. -We are located in the basement of the
· Scholarship, upgrading VA hospitals, pending veteran's Classroom Building, Rm. 0041. The material does not circulate so
legislation, etc. All are welcome to ·come and speak their minds. bring your notebooks.
Even if you are just curious about why there are so many
Refreshments always available. The clubhouse is opellJ_every
Thursday, Friday and Saturday night after 8 p:m. Phone women returning to school; why you don't hear about women's
contribution to history ; or what this Equal R1ghts Amendment
478-7778.
talk is all about- use the Resource Center as a reading room. New
MOZART'S MAGIC FLUTE will be presented by the Opera hours: M- 12-2 p.m. ; T- 11-1 p.m.; W- 2-4 p.m.; Th- 10-12 p.m.;
Workshop on February 23rd and 25th at 7;30 p.m. in the Fri- 11-1 p.m.

cove; .

RESTAURA NT & PUB
8808 MILWAUKEE AVE .·
Phone 298-2100
(co rner M ilwaukee & Dempster)
2727 W. H oward SI. 338-2166

..............'....................
-

Auditorium. Tickets are free for students with a UNI I.D. For
more information call ext. 560.

ALL NEWLY-DECLARED- PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS-- The
Psychology Department has once again planned two orientation ·SKI!! One day outing at Alpine Valley with the GERMAN meetings for new majors. All students who have recently declared
CLUB on Sunday, Feb. 27. Ride's available, share cost. Dinner a psychology major must attend one of these meetings. The
afterwards. Approximate cost $20.00 if renting equipment. To meetings will be on February 24 at 1 :00 in S-317 and on March 1
arrange a ride and for information, come to the German Club at 4:30 in S-317. Come and meet faculty and staff and learn about
the Psychology Department's requirements, programs and
meeting Tues. Feb. 22, 1:00 in room 2-020.
services.

...................' ........... :
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· · eon•ervatlve commentary'

~he other side
by Ronald D ..Weslow
Today we continue t o explore face t s of t he new
Enlightened Individualism as
they ap pear in institutional
frameworks, i.e. by law or
social custom. The first evidences of this new philosophy
were contained in t he civil
rights m ovements, beginning
with blacks, and later expanding to include Latins, Indians,
women, and now the elderly
and handicapped. Implicit in
these m ov ements wer e the
beliefs that people should be
judged as individuals; and not
in biological terms. That
equality of opportunity led to
the bet terment of the general
welfare in a unity society.
Distribution should be based
on an impersonal, reduced
essentially to a singly determining and more easily obtainable "ticket''. (money) such a
society would promote competition and a drive for excellence and standards. If one
could stand the heat in the
kit chen regardless of race or
whatever, one was rewarded;
Needless t o say, events did not
work .out with all deliberate
sp~d. In the wake of slowerthan-expected change, reaction
set in, the pendulum swung
t he other way, t o new kinds of
conformism and privilege. Just
as the 19t h century laissezfaire syst em enabled people to
use their individual t alents as
the.y saw fit . (somef , es. for
hijinks), so now the hippie
slogan "Do your own thing"
supposedly expressed the new
"conformist" norm of individuality-yet how contrasting were
the lifestyle and political
philosophies of the counterculture. Shouts for peace were
accompanied by throwing
bombs. Concern over corporate
ecological pollution rose .almost as fast as the number of

l

y oung people buy ing that
m ost environmentally destructive machine, the automobile.
The swinging, carefree, "Endless Summer" behavior stood
st~rkly against the rigid,
cocoon-type authoriarism (socialism) that youth demanded.
Perhaps the saddest irony of
aU: w·a s the ou t rage over
corruption and crime in government, business, and· labor-while crime on · a perspnal ,
violent level , particularly by
the young, rose ·dramatically.
Could a battle cry for peace,
prosperity, morality, and tolerance possibly succeed when its
"believers " a·n d followers
themselves engaged in violence, apathy to work, two-sided students, and intolerant
zeal for their l:>pposition. Ay,
there's the rub.
Inconsistencies and hypocijsy weakened the philosophical
underpinnings of t his new
self-righteousness. And co~sequen tly , as the " inherent
conti:adiction " became more
widely kno':Vll, along with the
inappropriateness of t h ese
groups sugges t ed a ct ions ,
faith in t he New Conformism
(long hair, "natural foods, etc.)
declined . . N()w, this was not a
vindicat iop for t he opposite
extreme-· Wat ergat e, Vietnam,
etc. By ' no means. Rather,
dissolutionnient with both rigid philospher s triggered a
s earch for a new comm.on
ground. A ·s ynthesis of tolerant individuality and the "old
values" of excellence and
discipline. A meeting of the
minds to form a lifestyle
disclaiming extremism while
retaining ration.alism and diversity. This philosophy ,
termed Enlightened Individualism was the result.
It is in use when a housewife
rejects the dogmatic and
insecure putdowns to feminists

PRINT

change program. The thru; t of
who insist a careerless woman only t o remove unnecessary
this movement is to develop
is an unfulfilled slave. r when a r es t r ictions by government ,
social tolerance for personal
m inority person .r ejects the labor, and business to enhance
lifestyles, reject dogmatic ideodegrading pat!)rnalism of "spe- freedom . The benefits obtained
logical classifications by bicial privileges" in favor of through labor unions, Social
ology, and enable a starting
acceptance on his own merits Security, and certain income,
p oint to compet e in an
in competition. (And by the maintenance programs would
everincreasingly more complisame line, when an employer be preserved. Emphasis is
cat ed world.
c hooses a ccordin g .to excel- placed on creating an environT h e Age of Enlightened
lence ). Or when a person . mwn t where the greatest .
rewards
be
in
work
and
Individualism
contains curr eject s fig hting for Puerto
rents of thought from the 18th,
Rican independence just be- achievement, but not to the
extent that those wh cannot
19th, and 20th centuries .
ca use he is Puerto Rican,
Designed to s ynthesize the
rejects having to be a " macho" compete are forgotten. New
directions will bring about a
best from each age, it reflects
male or "submissive" female,
the American revolutionary
in short rejects having to climate where equalit y of
opport unity is t he norm ,
ideals of judging a person by
conform to a behavioral stanwhat he is, not who he is.
dard based on the biology of without special privileged
Retention of a capitalist
race, age , s ex , or national groups such as benefiting from
system with government ocorigin. · One rejects this, and unfair and discriminatory procupying a small-t o-middling
accepts a higher form of grams such as affirmative
action, any type of racial or
role, an atmosphere will pre-'
determinant and guiding force:
vail of rewards obtainable to
The individual's desires and sexual quota, tokenism, or any
all who work for them. The
the realities of the situation other kind of reverse discrimination. Restrictive labor unions
social consciousness of the
are acquired seen through
hiring policies, as well as the
20th century and the robust,
intellectual pursuit.
"closed shop" where only
ene{getic capitalism of the
Naturally, such a philosophy
nineteenth would combine with·
entails characteristics to which union members at higher than
the ra tion a l and orderly,
a goodly percentage of the market wages can be hired,
-must
yield
to
a
new
openness,
environment
of the 18th
population may be unaccuscentury aristocratic intellectutomed to . The pursuit of with lower consumer costs an
added bonus. Ar tificial barrial to produce a nation of
liberty over equality (a column
ers to unemployment besides
toierant individualists. For
coming on that). The pursuit
union
policy
include
the
minithose
who aspire to a free, •
of high standards and excelmum wage (which incidentally
rational , and intelligent demolence, emphasis on making the
is the m ost racist law on the
era tic society , this indeed
grade . Individual responsibooks) and the lack of a
could b e The Bes t of All
bility. Self-discipline. Continunational
labor
information
exPossible Worlds.
al striving. The best for the
brightest and handiest, and so
on. Combined with a concern
only for those who truly
cannot help themselves, as a
welfare state like Britain this
society would not be.
Lest anyone conjures up
images of 19th century ·sweatshops, fourteen hour days, and
other byproducts of capitalism
growing pains, rest assured.
.DAYS. EVENINGS, WEEKENDS,
Enlight ened Individualism is
quite different from the law of
RJU. OR PART TIME
the jungle where only the
ASA
fittest survive. The flexibility
inherent in the capitalist
SECURITY GUARDsystem enabled a commitment
to the · indigent by the
Need more income? Here's an excellent part
government, protection from
time or full time opportunity. We have
overconcentration of economic
. security guard openings in Chicago and
power, and adjustment ·to an
suburbs for people with a neat appearance
emphasis on quality as well as
..and no criminal record. We have unarmed
quantity. By the same token,
openings plus some openings for persons
the n.ew individualism seeks
with blue card.
·

EARN GOOD

sss

picture poll

1

by Cindy Hagerty

Can for an appointment at 664-6769 or
apply in person any weekday from 9:00
A.M. to 5:00 P.M. at:
ANDY FRAIN INC.
1221 N. LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer.M/F

What person would you like to exchange
places with for a day?

Steve Mall-Taurus
Senior-Psychology:
Bill Graham

Colleen-McGuiness-Scorpio
Freshman:
· Farrah Fawcet•

Page 5

Nick Bojko-Saggitarius .
Sophomore-Criminal Justice:
Roger Daltry

Sue Martin-Taurus
Junior-Physical Education:
Margot Fonteyn

Mark Gilday-Libra
Senior-Sociology:
John Wayne
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sorts of sounds, dance, chants,
the losses, if there are any," he
wild effects--things that's keep
says, adding that the past year
my six-year-old as interested
has been "devastating" for
as anyone else." At the same
directors.
time, he adds he wants his
Through program advertisplays to leave the intelligent
ing and tickl;!t sales, Hesler
adult with something to think
hopes to make the $300 a week
about.
NORTH SIDE dramatist "Satan" opening at the Barry always been "courageous" in necessary to break even on
As an instructor, Bates tries
Allan Bates' newest play is a Street Loft on Feb. 18, Bates its choice of plays. But he "Satan." "I think we can do
admits that sµch apolicy forces it," he comments. "It's a good
to expose his students to as
review of mankind's -basic has come home again.
"In Lake View we have the
theater-goers to take their show, and we've got the
much off-campus theater as
inhumnaity called "Bless Us
chances too.
possible. "Staying within thl;!
Gently, Satan." But despite opportunity to hear many
horsepower to get it going."
"I've seen some of the worst
school is stultifying, especially
the depressing message of his different voices, which is a
Bates' new work-is based on
plays here," he concedes, "but an unfinished novella by Mark
for people in the arts," he
drama, Bates' own outlook on wonderful thing for a playwright," he observes.
I've also seen some of the Twain. "It was written in one
says. Contrasting his roles as
life is far from tragic.
"I live on a very diversified
writer and teacher, he insists
"I'm generally - a happy
best."
of his better periods," Bates
Although Bates believes explains, noting that Twain
he gets equal satisfaction _out
person\ I vacillate between block, and I like my ·neighbors
very much. When I write my
that Chicago theater is gradu- used the ruthless Satan as his
writing tragedies and comeof both.
plays, I try to keep in mind
ally opening up to new spokesman.
dies," Bates explains , -"be"I'd prefer not to go to
what my neighbors would be
authors, it's still " very
cause I believe life is balanced
faculty meetings and things
Bates expects to make
interested in. They're people
difficult" to get a play certain changes in his version
between the two."
like that, " he admits, "but I
who
tend not to be theater- _produced here, he says. "The- as rehearsals progress. "I try
Bates, who lives in Lake
enjoy being in a classroom.
goers, but they are intelligent,
eater is expensive. You have to to write as if I had a theater in
View and teaches playwriting
It's terrifically rewarding."
scrounge money from friends my head," he smiles, "but
at Northeastern Illinois Uni- Hvely, friendly-human beings."
Writing, he notes, requires
The Barry Street theater,
versity (UNI), is no stranger
harder work and more disiciand put up a lot of your own things don't always work out.
perched atop the 2nd Unitarito the ups and downs of local
pline than teaching. "I feel
capital."
you have to be flexible. Tq.ere's
an church, is an ideal showcase
Theater director and fellow always that excitement in a
terribly exhausted, jumpy, and
theater. His first play, "Kids'
for work like Bates' . "My
wonderfully elated when _I
Games," was performed at
UNI professor Richard Hesler first production."
plays are particularly effective agrees. "How do you produce
finish a script."
Jane Addams Hull House in
The staging and special
in lofty space with high
If occasional critics have
1965. His last, "East Liberty,
a play? You go into debt," effects called for in his script
ceilings," he explains.
_ Hesler smiles. At Barry Street, are complex. Bates concedes
found the meaning of his plays
Pa.," enjoyed two runs at the
The theater's willingness to
difficult to fathom, that does· Barry Street Loft Theater, 656
he notes, the director acts as that he is "very mechanical,
stage
local talent makes it
n't seem to perturb Bates.
W. Barry. Both shows were
producer and supplies the very physical" in his plays. "I
especially attractive. Accord"What would bother me is if
later produced Off-off Broadfunds. "The director suffers all like objects on the stage to be
ing to Bates, Barry Street has
somebody were bored,'' he
way in New York. But with
alive, almost like characters,"
observes. "We really have only ·
he says.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . " I 'm not interested in _ one obligation to our audienceto ex.cite them."
writing 'family theater'," he
Reprinted courtesy of Lerner
continues, " but I am interesNewspaper
ted in writing things my kids
would enjoy. I like to use all

Bates flexibility successful
in playwriting career

Right to Lifers
attend conference

§Qphomores

Steptipto
a second career
this summer.

Army ROTC offers college sophomores the opportunity to earn an officer's
commission in two years.
It starts with six weeks of training at Fort Knox, Ky., this summer. With
pay (over $500) .
·
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier - to have your body toughened,
your confidence developed.
Do well and you can qualify for Army ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally well, and you may be heading back to college with a full-tuition scholarship.
Then, for the _n ext two years, while you're earning your chosen degree, you'll
also prepare for a responsible leadership position as an officer in the active
Army or Reserves .
A pply by April 1.

ARMY·ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
To arrange an interview appointment, contact :

crAIG SILCOX AT 27 4-3000, EXT 351.
YOU CAH ATTE ND YO UR PRESE NT INSTITUTION AND TAKE ROTC
t T LOY OLA 0~ DEPAUL .

· gressmen and other digniby Pete Fricilone
The UNI Right-to- Life Or- taries who spoke out in ganization is alive and well support of the Right-to- Life
this year with more activities movement. The UNI students
had - the opportunity to meet
than ever before.
On Thursday, January 20, some of these distinguished
1977, six members, Irene Sipp, legislators who commended
Clara Atkins, Peter Fricilone, "these fine representatives of
Bill Rzepka, pat O'Byrne, and Northeastern Illinois UniverDon Collins left Chicago _for sity."
The weary travelers deWashington, D.C. via Continental Trailways 'bus. The parted Washington, D.C. Sungroup arrived in Washington, day afternoon and arrived
back in Chicago Monday
D.C. Friday night.
After registering at their morning.
Upcoming activities include
hotel near Arlington, Virginia,
the club members attended a - a Valentine's Day carnation
Right-to-Life conference at the sale, February 14, 10 a.m. to 3
Mayflower hotel · in downtown p.m., in the Villagr Square; a
three-day seminar to Northern
Washington D.C.
The day began early Satur- Illinois ' University at DeKalb ;
day with visits to the Lincoln and many other activities. So
and Washington monuments. come on out and- join the
In the afternoon a rally took action and the fun. Everyone
place on the capitol steps, i~ WELCOME every Thursfollowed by a march past the day, the classroom building,
White House. -Included in the room 3-094 from 1 p.m. to 2
crowd of ~ver 100,000 were p.m.
many promin~nt senators, con-

------••--------•
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NANOFAST, INC. -has an unm'ediate opening for a I
capable woman for general office and · typing.
Responsibilities include typing proposals, sales letters, I
new literature, etc., in addition to receiving incoming I
phone calls and some help in purchasing, etc.
NANOFAST makes a variety of sophisticated electronic I
equipment including some of the most advanced digital I
and analog equipment available. NANOF AST products I
are used by NASA and the Air- Force for satalite and
space shuttle work, by the Energy -Rese~b and · I
Developmt!nt Administration -for laser fusion work, by I
companies in the energy field for investigating for new
sources of energy; etc. The requirements of the position I
We're looking for a responsible career
oriented woman. ·
·

include typing 50 wpm [or more], a -willingness t.o
assume responsibility, and an interest in a variety of
work.
NANOFAST, INC.
416 W. Erie, Chicago, Illinois
For further Inform ation please call 337-7718.

I
I
I

I
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Women's Studies· investigates
'Women and th.e Church'

,,

by Nancy Burton
The Women's Studies Program held their third seminar,
-Women and the Church,
Tuesday, Feb. 15 at 1 p.m. The
speakers were Sr. Jane Reilly
and Jeanne Baly, UWW
student and member of th_e
Daughters of Sarah.
Reilly specializes in instructional media. Her order, the
Sisters of St, Benedict, strive
to worship and search for God
in individual and community
life; they are active in teaching
nursing, and social work.
Baly is a student in the
University Without Walls. She
comes from a fundamentalist
Christian background. The
Daughters of Sarah are generally young, intellectual w~
men who have realized we have
not heard the feminist ·perspective on the Scriptures; and they
are taking a new look at the
Bible. They are Christian
feminists.
Reilly chronicled what has
been happening to h'"er order in
specific and religious orders in
general since the 1950's. In the
1950's there were many novitiates ; nuns were in full habit ;
and students were lined up
waiting to get into the schools.
But then t he number of women
entering t he order declined,
until today the median age in
her order is 65. With some
members of t he church asking
whether religious life such as
theirs can survive, religious
women today are faced with
many hard questions.
The basic at titude toward
the ordination of woman
·p riests in her orde; seems to be
"Why Not?" Tradition is no
reason against it since tradition for tomorrow - and that
wom en cannot be priests
because they do not physically
resemble Christ can hardly be
considered a legitimate reason.
The Daughters of Sarah
consider feminism and Christianity to be inseparable; to be
Christian is to be feminist.
They consider themselves

B USINESS

daughters of the Promise, and
that promise is the one God
made to Sarah (Genesis 17:16).
Baly feels it is terrible women
should have to fight to be
ordained as ministers.
While the Catholic Church
and many fundamentalist
sects do not allow the
ordination of women 'priests and
ministers, most Protestant
denominations have been ordaining women for years ,
though they have clearly not
achieved parity in relation to
the number of women in the
church.

J (Ephesians 5), he approves' the

quest (changing the water into
wine); He raised the young
man from the dead for his
mother's sake; He talked with
woman seriously about their
souls (the woman at t he well)
at the time when men were not
supposed to speak to women
they . didn't know; and so
forth.
Regarding Paul, some feel
that Paul's statements about
the· subjugation of women
must be taken in the contest of
the times they were written;
and indeed after Paul affirms
the subjugation of women

The role of women as
defii:ied by the church is not as
clear as some might think.
Some feel much of the
limitations " traditionally "
placed on women are the result
of poor Scriptural translation.
Some feel it is a problem of
Christ-centered vs. Paul-centered theology.
There is much evidence that
Christ treated women and men
equally. The first· person He
healed was a woman (Peter's
mother-in-law); the first miracle he performed was at a
woman's (His mother's) re-

Page 7

institution of slavery (Ephesians 6). The dilemma of Paul
is whether to ignore him
completely or to ignore those
sections reflecting the times
and concentrate on his other
writings.
Some anger and frustration
for Christian feminists comes.
from people· who ignore the
contest the Bible was written
in, who quote Paul while
ignoring Christ's treatment of
women, and who use that as
an excuse to limit and
discriminate against women.
The next Women's Studies
Seminar will be " The Woman
as Poet. " Elizabeth Libbey
will read and discuss poetry by
and about women at 1 p.m. on
March 1 in Rm. 216 Commuter
Center.

/

OPPO RTUNITY

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 02110

.----·--:,
I AREYOUh~ t
INSURANCE RATES
TOO HIGH?

I
I
I
I Call Gary Robinette II
I - 966-1611
I
I
_.I

._ _____

Automobile Insur ance
8605 N. Milwaukee , Niles, Illi nois
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n the date listed below, we'll be giving away free samples of Alka-Seltzer on
our campus. And that's not all.
Four of the sample packs we're giving away will contain $25 winning
rtificates good for a $25 prize (books or cash).
.
So, if you're lucky, we'll relieve few of your financial pains as well.
Only one prize awarded per person ...
prize value $25. No substitu tion of p rizes
iiiillllf'il_. permitted. O rfginal prize certificate must
accompany request to cla im prize, and
cannot be mechanically re produced.

a

!ka-Sclt2c; •

DATE: FEB

21

TIME: g: 30 - 1 :30

!01 11p~!

stcmach with headar·he. IA Miles Labora tories lnc.. @ 1977

LOCATION:

VILLAGE SQUARE
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STUDENT SENATE
CANDIDATES
ELECT 12 -

Feb. 22 & 23

Each candidate was given an equal opportunity
to be photographed for Print. Any exclusions
were the fault of the · individual and not that
of this publication or the Senate Election Committee.
•

IRVING. H. BROWN
Former co-chairman of t he
concerned Student Organization at the CICS.

SONIA SLEDGE
I would like to be on
I am a freshman here at
Student Senate because I feel Northeastern. I am involved in
that students _should have a Lambda Sigma Alpha sorority
voice in their university.
and also the band. I was
involved in student government in high school and would
like to continue here..

DAVID AMODEO

PHILLIP HAMB .
Northeastern needs experiI am a freshman at Northenced and dedicated workers
who are willing to put time ·.eastern. The reason tha~ I am
and effort in. I desire to be a running for Student Senate i
senator and I feel business so t hat I can be part· in· what
majors are need a voice. I have happens in our student governserved as a senator at Wright. ment.

I am a Junior at Northeastern - Center for Inner City
Students. 20 yrs. old. Major:
Inner City Studies, Pre-law.
Was assistant chairperson of
the Independent Club Board
for the Fall Trimester of 1976.
Presently Secretary of Concerned Students Organization
at CICS.
I would like to be a member
of the Student Government for
many reasons. The main ones
are to learn more about
procedures regarding students
and to help others, needing
help, to understand these legal
procedures. After being assistant chairperson for the Independent Club Board, my
interest in the Student Government has increased and,
therefore; l:d like to become a
part of the Senate.

AVA STEIN

DONALD COLLINS

Is at present a junior at
Northeastern; entered as a
freshman in September 75 .
Member of the Student Senate
since October 75, member of
the Board of Managers since
Feb. 76. Is currently on the
following committees: Chrrter
Review Board (Student Senate
presently Secretary of Charter
Review ); Student Senate representative to the Advisory
Committee for Community
Outreach and Continuing Education, Student Affairs Council) (Student Senate), Public
Relations Committee; (Board
of Managers). Is an active
member of the following
organizations: CCAB-Roving
Artists, Political Science Club,
Economics Club, KLAL, _Students for Israel. _Was recently
appointed to the position of
Election Officer for t he Of•
ficer's Elections (Jan. 25-?6,
1977) by the President of the
Student Senate. Was member
of the Parking Appeals Board
(Student Senate) from Jan. to
June 1976.

I am a student senator and
am running for re-election. I
am chairman of Independent
Club Board and President . of
Newman Center. I understand
how the Senate runs and I am
willing to put the time and
effort needed to be an effective
senator.

WILLIAM J. RZEPKA
Member of the Independent
Club Board, member of the
Newman Center. Treasurer of
UNI Right to Life Organization.

SANDRA DICKERSON

HAROLD WHITFIELD

JOSEPH ZDZIEBKO
Junior, History Major, 3
year letterman on the Football

Carlos Martinez
Junior, Biology major, I feel
it was time to dismiss talking
and take action thus I am
running for the Student Senate.

PATRICK A. O'BYRNE

team.

I entered Northeastern as a
transfer student two years
ago. I am a Science Major and
hope to further student involvement and interest in the
university activities and policies, in a joint effort with
already elected student senators should I be elected.

Senior, Elem, Ed-Social Science, I have been a student at
UNI for three years, therefore
I have an understanding of the
problems facing students. Also, I feel serving the students
will increase my political
growth in life. Interests are:
Black Heritage, Black Caucus,
Federation Teacher Ed. Center
(WSCTC), Proj1ict Leap, Gymnastics team , Institutional
Studies Dept. (worked for).

I am running to get away
from my wife. I also ' like
kissing babies, smoking cigars,
and kissing more babies.

KERMIT THOMPSON GREGORY W. WHITWORTH

CHARLES MIC ELI JR.
MIGUEL
SANTIAGO-SOTO

*Student Senator
*Concert Band
*Math major

........

~

Clubs affiliated with Black
a nd Black
Heritage Club. I'm running for
senator because I'm very much
concerned with the educational
welfare of Northeastern University students. Through cooperative relationships I hope
to better student interest in
universal affairs.

Mem ber of t he Stud en t
Senate Fall 75 and Fall 76.
· Past member of the Student
Fees and Allocations Committee, member of the Campus
Planning Committee, and a
member of the Northeastern
Veterans Club.

............................................... .

ALLENE BROOKS

Why I would like to run for
t he ' Student Senate I
believe it to be necessary and
imperative for students to
participate in the Student
Senate and other organizational groups to insure that we ~re
aware of the political process
that affects our lives and
activities.

............ . . .

(Photos by Carol Jean)

...
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Outdoor Rec. goes
tubing, plans o~her activities
by Ruth Janowski
As the sun ' came up on
Sunday, February· 6, an anxious group gathered at Northeastern's Security Building.
They were swiftly on their way
to Blac~well Forest Preservefor a morning of tubing.
The group an~icipated . the
steep hill, each carrying an
inner tube. We began to skim
down the hill in groups which
increased with each trip downhill. Soon, we were the center
of attraction when all fifteen of
us made it down together. By
that time, a group of about
thirty gathered at the top and
we began to plan our last
downhill feat. Once in position,
each contributed enough impact to glide us down t he hill.
As we coasted downhill, we
picked up speed (along with

.

Swimmers lose to

Milwaukee, Loyola

another boy who had already
made his way halfway down
by Lynn Hitchcock
swimmers, Brian Duperow,
himself!)
Northeastern's Swim Team
Tony Kiefer, Keith Manson,
Although all were cold and
had two unfortunate ·1osses
Dan Starr, Wayne Westman ·
had a loss of energy, all had
this
past
week.
The
first
loss
we scored at all.
loads of fun and are anticipacame against Milwaukee with
Loyola was our other unforting another tubing out,i'l.;!
a score of 67-45.
tunate loss with the final score
This.. i~ iust one of the manv
Jeff J arr had 2 spectacular
being 65-25. Jeff Jarr was the
activities -the ·outdoor RecreaThere will be a meeting of
performances, in the first 1000
winner in- the 1000 Free.
tion has planned this trithe Student Senate on MonFree and 500 Free. Dave
Wayne · Westman placed secmester. We are going tobogday,
February
21
at
7
pm
Thompson
placed first in the
ond in the 200 yard individual
ganning this Sunday, Februin the Student Union. The
200 backstroke with a time of
medley with · 200 backstroke.
ary 20, 1977. Meet us at the
five _positions on the Search
2:18.3. Our divers John StanoOur divers placed second and
Security Building at 12 noon.
nis, Tom Rasch, and Lynn
and Screen Committee for
third each round. The swimFind out about _future activiHitchcock also· scored well in
VP of Student Affairs will
mers have two meets left this
ties by coming to our meetings
both events in diving. Thanks
year and hope to do well.
every Tuesday at 1 p.m. in _ be filled at · this meeting.
to the help of tJie other
room 2-109.
All are invited.
Interested about skiing In10 %off year ro und discou nt card 10 %off year round discoun t card 10 %year-round discou
dianhead M,arch 4, 5, 6? Get
more information at Tuesday's
.meet ing or cont act Mike
O'Malley (X : 505 ) or Janet
0
J unior (X: 503). Hurry, bus
0
In honor of the· open ing of your Uncle Dan's Army-Navy Surplus ';je.
seats are limited!
';je.

. ..

......

: ... ............. .. ....... .... ............... . . ..... . ....
Travel to HAWAII or MEXICO ,,

April 9 thru April 17

The Hawaii travel program leaves Chicago on April 9, 1977, and
returns on April 17 by the Capital International Airways. Total
cost of $358 includes airfares, hotels, transfers and taxes. The
other progra~ includes Mexico City, Taxco and Acapulco leaving
Chicago on April 21, 1977, and _returning on April 28, by the
American or Mexicana Airlines. Total cost of less than $272 includes airfares and hotels , plus bus travels and sightseeings."
For either'trip a deposit of $100 is needed to reserve the limited
seat. The balance must be paid 30 days before departure. Those :
interested contact Or. Harry Kiang (S-344 B; ext. 786) or Tom Lazar,
Nortown Travel Service, 2617 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, IL 60659
(RO 4•6264).

!- Attention All Students i-

Center , -you are now ent itled t o a 10% discount year round 0
'E · with this card and valid student I.D . Just clip it out and put it in your ' <
CD
~ wallet. Anytime you need camp ing goods, outerwear, jeans ; tops CD
...
and much , much more, _sto.,.p in at any of your Uncle Dan 's 3 ...0
C
::,
C
o · locati.ons.
::,
CJ
a.
II)
~

-

a.

'0

j 'l'here IS ca difference!!! , i,• J
Year

PREPARE FOR:

; ~ . ~-

GMAT • GRE • OCATCPAT · VI« • SAT
Our broad range of p rogram s provides an umbrella of testing know-how that enables us to offer the best preparation
availab le , no m atter which cours e is taken . Over 38 years
of experience an d success. Small classes. Volumino us
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated . Permanent centers open days & weekends all year.
Complete tape facilities fo r review of class lessons and for
use of -supple mentary materials. Make-ups for missed lessons at our centers.

::,

...
...

0

Name -'---'-' - - -- - --

~

School - -

,....
'E

•
•

c::,

- - --

- - --

-

-

-

-

-

--,- -- -

CD

•

a.
0

-

-

-

- - -- - ' - - - ~ -- - - - - - -

0

<
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - ' CD

8·

......
0

II) ,
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II)
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5701 North BroadwaY.
Chicago, Illinois
878-2200
OPEL

For t he best deals in towri ,
. come to Warren Buick!

Q]
I

®

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:111::

BRAND NEW

'

Ask for ·
TEDY NADI LE
JIM OTTINGER

=1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
~
WARREN TEED USED CARS

11111~

_

~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~

'68 SAAB 2-Dr. $750
$4277
r·;·~·:·~·~"~'~';""'""'""""'""'"""""""'""'"'"'j=_'_7__1__o
__P_e__1_________$__5_9__5__ =
'77 Special

'77 Skylark

1

$3895 - - '75 Honda
$695 =
=-,-7--4-----P--i-n_t_o_____$_1--1- 9--5-:

1111~1~1;1~1~111~1~1:1111111 •11111111111111111111111111111111111111 , 1111

'77 Opel

$2799

:flllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllll l lllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllll

-

=

'76

=111111111

Vega GT

$2295

=

1 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ·

All new and used cars are fully factory equipped and guarenteed. Also, used cars
avail,able with a 36 month warrentee.
,

....................................................................................................................

CLEANING ANO POLISHING WHILE
YOU WAIT
FREE WITH UNI ID CARO

'

I

SOFT LENSES A VAIL ABLE

I

.................. .. .......................... .................
.

WITH THIS
CO U
PON
ONLY

FREE .1 977VehicleLicensePlatesandCity
Sticker when you purchase any new
or used car.

,Tax

. WARREN BUICK

::,

(')

'
e~ ,. ,1eaA uo '%0~ p,1e:, iuno:>S!P puno,1 ,1eeA
uo %0~ p,1e:, iuno:>S!P puno,1 JeeA uo %0~

WARREN BUICK -

C

a.
a.

2440N . Lincoln , 477-1918/1 919
3350W. Bryn Mawr , 588-9190
3934W . Dempster , Skokie, 679-9577

'C

ONE DAY REPLACEMENT OF
MOST HARO CONTACTS

6770 Nor'th Lincoln Ave.
Ch icago , 111.674-9519

-

Th.is entitles the bearer to 1-0% off with stud~nt l .D. N ot valid on sale
merchandise. Valid thru 6/30/77. Not transfera.ble.

~

•

-

CD

«!
CJ

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SIN C E I GJCS

LEN S ES

-

- - - - -- -- --

1.0. No. - - - --

Outsid e NY State Onlv
CALL TOLL F.REE

-CONTACT

-

';je.

MPIAN.

EXCEL

-...
::,

' Address, _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

20~0 W. Devon
~~
-+I
Chicago, Ill. 60645( ,
(312 ) 764 -5151
EDUCATIONALCENTER

Centers in Ma jor U,S. Cities

0
C

( ')

«I
~

ASK ABOUT OUR
COMPACT COURSES

800-221-9840

·
. iii"
(')

Uncle Dan's Army Navy ,Surplus
Student Discount Card

'0
C

········· ···· ···· ·········· ········ ········ ········ ····· ·········· 0

~
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, . Jl N. Broadway, Chicago
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free ·cl~~ilieds ' FOR SALE: Camaro LT 350-4
BBL Power steering, Power
windows, Air conditioning, AM/
FM radio (And Lots More). Price:
$5,300.00 (Negotiable). If interested call 625-3078. Ask for Mike.
(Call after 6:00 p.m.)

Ojos Morenos,
How vulgar can you get on
Valentine's Day? I expect a three
page, typed and double-spaced
apology from you by sundown
today, or I'll HANG YOU YOUR
EARLOBES!!!!
Ojos Azules
P.S. You're in m-qcho trouble
vete-face

BIG BROTHER J.D.,
COUNTING ON YOU TO BE
AT AIMEE 'S HOUSE FOR AN
ITALIAN DINNER . AT 7:00
SAT., FEB. 19th. DON 'T FORGET YOUR PEPPERMINT
SCHNAUPPS.
LITTLE SISTER D.Z

- ---- ' ---------

T.K. of T.K.E.
I think we've crossed eyes in the
u~corn. Tell me, when are you
gomg to come over? _.,;; _

__________

TO Ex/St
No, Security Guards don't make
good lovers. · We make excellent
lovers! Happy belated V-D. I 'd
love a back rub but the other parts
of my anatomy are off limits!
Lustfully,
Batman & Robin
. Descant Yi:s, please say more.
Bass
P.S. Would you like Ron's phone
number? See DJS I.
Olivia :_
Better late than never, especially with your beautiful talent. I'll
miss y9u Sunday.

Jim,
Where's the 'bulletin board???
one who knows

.

.

Robert Redford,
I really mean this now •
somehow I feel a great desire ~
serve the people that walk into
our office.
Olivia
TO ALL PROUD CAUCASIANS:
The week of Feb. 21-25 has been
designated as Caucasian Week at
Northeastern . Be kind to · a
Caucasian, a va, tly growing
MINORITY in Chicago.

Proserpina;
J
Ros.e s are red,
carnations are white,
-------- '. - - - - - conseited; yes
but I have a right.
DJS II
Dear Jean,
DARLENE ---·
- ~-------------Happy, happy birthday! All our - _ ADONIS INC· copynght
1977 DJS I _
bes~ thoughts are with you.
Hope
you
received
your
turtle
I bet it won't even get you to
uncrushed . B y the way, why don 'ts "
From your two slightly
Dubuque and back again!
Jim Croce,
crazy friends,
you call me some time? Call collect
FOR SALE : 1972 Ford Grim
1 DJS II ,
" ; .. but there never seems to be
Wang
the
Tiger:
and
Ring
Fingers
and I'll accept the
h
Torino Sport 400 VS 2 Barrel
anytime!
c arges
enough time to do the things you P.S. Dubuque - Disneyland or
43,000 Miles, Red with . Whi~
want to do once you find the~. . . Paris'?
Ming,
Love, DJS II
vinyl top & interior, Air conditionyou're the one I want to go
One can never stop having a
ing, Power steering, Power brakes,
T.K. ;f T.K.E.,
Tarry through time with. . . " ·
GREAT time with you!!!
$1600 or best qffer. E x cellent
Roses are red,
Next time please stay later. I
Woody
·
Chucky
condition. Call : Mr. Kafe11s at
enjoy your company even if we
My Hornate is blue,
275-8652 EVENINGS.
.
I'd much rather cuddle
Jim, Patti, Bob, Karin, and Tom, don't get a chance to talk.
M.B.,
. Dennis
next to your blanket than You!!!!
Thanks for a terrific weekend. I
Thanks for the Valentines.
FOR SALE: Sho-Bud Maverick
.
Sincerely yours,
love you all.
You're a very special person!
pedal steel, one month old, with
"Tom between two lovers"
Judy Brent,
Chucky
case, orgin. $500, sell for $375.
I think you and I should get
Fender bottom with 2-12's
Dear Mama [JuOyJ,
together
some time for a little
Karin,
[Sexy
B-word],
Annette,
pre-CBS t cabinet has wheels 1
Thanks for taking' such good
It was great listeni~g to you caucas.
Ready for that get-toget her o_ver
$125.00. Call 784-7466 ask for Bob'.
care of us. We couldn't -survive
JIM
modulate, George is definitely one
Cokes now? Let me know when . . .
----- --,- ----without you.
of my favorite puppy dogs. Will
-- - - - - - - - - _ \_ - - FOR SALE( CAMERA CANYour New Found
you please try to get Fiver to OLIVIA
Jim,
NON TX, STANDARD 50 MM
Your New Found Children,
It is very difficult to write to
modulate, I thinlc he's a little shy . .
Can you believe it? Five in a
LENS 3 MONTHS OLD $150.00.
Yo~New Fo,und Children,
pie someone when they don't respond t .
row. Nonstop. Just, like you!
CALL SCOTT At 392-5866.
Deer, Dog, Wond, Rat, Elk,
JAMES CAGNEY
Chucky
Moose, Barracuda, Turtle,
Paul, Simon,
-.:- ------------'- ·JEEP FOR SALE: 73 CJ5,
Dinosaur, Fly, Hog SHITS.
The weekend added to the PIC
To the boy on the bus:
40,000 MILES 258 CU IN.
Have I ever told how much I
beauty of our relationship. Being
(From a few. years back) Are
5-10:00x15 TIRES W /SPOKE
Tony M. [E.S.]
with you and our friends and all love you? WELL I DO!
you who I think you are? .
W~EELS* FULL ROLL BAR
,HAPPY BIRTHDAY from one
PAUL SIMON
those . trees made me very
Sign me,
CAGE & 2 GAS CANS W /CARof your many animal friends!
reflective about how happy my lie .
Ecologically minded
RIERS . REAR BUMPERS &
Giraffe
Jim Kuz :
has become since one month from
888888888888888888888888888888
HEAVY DUTY SHOCKS &
I think you're goi:geous! I'll help
tomorrow. Thank-)"OU.
To the old comer booth gang!
COOLING. FOR ADDED INFO
Maxine:
Art you p1;1sh you're cart anytime!
Hey, where have all~ of you
CALL RICH 867-9023 or 973-7788.
·
Growl
For your first personal, Wei•
---.---------- i
gone? I miss you lots. Call me
come to_ UNI , hope you enjoy
To my dear friends who were at - - - - - - - - - - - - - - yourself tonight. If thi!lgs are
FOR RENT: -BRYN MA WR & sometime and we can pJan a J. . Frankensteins Saturday night:
BEAfJilR PATROL:
Brown memorial beer bash at the
going slow, well we couiit'iilways" Nothing happened.
.,,
If I can't go with you in Sept.
1 ST lw Ui l;J,, M'9d~rn 1 Bedroom
park.
boogie on down to 806 N. Rush!!!! '
The Attorney at Law ' , -I'll run 81/!'ay and join the .foreign
!ng~~h µ,~~q~~ -; ~ pt. All New
Lola Laloiide'
love,
------------legion. Maybe then I'll get
pp~ nce~·•, Sa.~ ting, , Separate
your LUCKY little sister·
HeatiI?,g umt: 'to'. Sublet in March." .- -- - - - :- - -- .. - -- - '· _ . , Dr. Doebler
- · -,
·. ,': suntan! (Unles's' I'm too b'usy
$1_85 ti,ntilities pd. Ca!l 539.0916 or· Dear D & G,
Lets take a· field trip.
. . . entertaining' the. troops!)'
· Thanks for all the supp~rt at the
'338-0610.
.
·
Ti:my M. [in E.s.J
- - - - - - - - - - - - ,. __ ,
Taco Makers
blood drive. With friends' like you,
- - -.I- - ---- - - - Don't see . much of you lately,
Peacocks,
who needs enemies?
but
I wish you the happiest
TO
THE
SEXY
BEA
VER
-Peacocks,
Peacocks,
Peacocks,
WANTED : R~eptionist, typist,
Just teasin'
birthday ever, hop all and may all
It was great modulatin' with
Peacocks, Peacocks , Peacocks ,
file clerk . Student work-study
Feeling Faint
your birthday ,wishes come true.
•
Peacocks. ; you this weekend. Hope we can do
only . Hours 5-20 per week _P.S. I w_on't forg!clt to eat lots of ·
Guess m? Iagain I
the same again real soon. That 's a ·
depending on _ student schedule, l!ver!
big
ten'
.
four!
Hot
Lips,
skills and initiative. Call Ext. 355.
. FIVER
JEAN H,
Hot Lips, Hot Lips, Hot Lips,
Health Service.
MRL & CJP
1 Beautiful letter to the editor but
Hot Lips, Hot Lips, Hot Lips. Hot
To t he two bestest friends
to bad that is all we can do ~s to
- -------------- TQ JEAN [KARIN'S FRIEND[
Wanted : Female Roommate: anyone could ask for: thanks for
trying to get our things back At
You
missed
a
great
weekend,',
1 Wasted,
Friendly, reliable student needs to the Valentine. If only I could
least a few people will be warned
I advise you to be careful what We are looking forward to the next
share ~pt with same. Have own always surround myself with
as to how you have to keep all
trip when you will be a part of our
you drink up at UI. Because how
al?t in the vicinity. Call A . Sot o friends as strong .a nd loyal as you,
you_r . belongings locked to your
crew. You can't back out this time.
are two d-runk people gonna hold
after 6:00 p.m .. 588-1153.
I would be grateful. Let it shine!
JIM ' body.
each other up?
MuchoLove,
l HEIDI
The Giacobazzi 'Kid
PANN INN LIBBY
Rich,
Don't yciu like us · anymore? I
PIZZA EATER
I just love the way you sm~ h.
Wouldn't it be awful if. we kept
can understand that you are a
------------ ~ - !
Captain:
passing this cold back and forth
very busy person, but it only takes
It is at 7:00, at Aimee's house. · Mike
a few minutes to- respond to the
for the rest of the wfnter? Eat
After the dinner it is a BYOB and
Rose are red
plenty of oranges and maybe- we
personals.
'
Violets are blue
.BYOG party. You better be there
can both get rid of it at the same
A CONCERNED DRUNK
~ and' don't forget the Alka - Sugar is sweet
time. But it's fun to share.
.So when do we , neck?
'Love you, Charlie's Owner
MELISSA MANCHESTER
Hornet
Seltzer!!!
I_ hear y our . concert was
Love,
PRINT PERSONA1/ WRITERS:
Miss Vicki:
exceptional. Sing me a song
Super, hey
Your Little Sister
Please remember that personals
Thank you . for the nifty
sometime.
Make
·sure
you
don't
share
the
are to be typed double spaced and
PAUL SIMON
valentine, I'm sure going to miss
same
room.
with
you
know
who,
NOT EXCEED 50 WORDS and
J.D. of T.K.E.
you when you go to Circle.
while away from Chicago.
are due
The '.J'uesday at i2:00 Rose are red·
Heidette
. BARBRA
Gotta
do
it
for the next issue of Print.
Violets are blue
-- \
'-"
.
..
your
eyes
are
like'
fingers
Editor
I've never met anyone as conceded
touching my body, arousingme so.
Jackie :
Weasel,
as you.
Wouldn't it be neat if the people
Enjoy
your
trip
along
the
TO BESSIE, THALIA• JOHN; Lemons are yellow,
from the YB all made up names
BARBRA
Mississippi river. Hope you run
COOKIE , ARTIE, DIANE, My Mustang is' ~een,
" . . .your eyes are like fingers ·and sent each other personals? We
into some Peacocks on the way. I
DINO,
JOHN,
GEORGE, Please remember just one thing,
touching r'ny body, arousing me.
could if you figure who I am.
hear they're quite cute.
CATHY , BEAVER, ANDY, Peppermint Schnapps isn't always
????
so
.
..
"
,
M.
HELENE, TOULA, DONGAS, green ...
KRIS
and STACEY too!!!
Love,
De~nis·:
Butterfly M~,
I hope all of you have a real nice
Label
You were a great host!
SWAN LAKE
Make
sure
my
friend
doesn
't
get
day!!!
Love you all,
I hope we can all get away again
into
any
trouble
while
shes
at
UI.
Bob
Dear • " .,ut Maker,
There sure is one heck of a foxy
real . soon. The cabin is an
Fuzz
Hov. About blueberry? What
guy walking around UNI. He used
exceptional place . The area is
Olivia, Oescant, Tarry, & DJS I: about a rooster too? Who's going
to play with the great Meggers.
beautiful, serene, and quite restful.
John
Thanks so much for the to milk Bessie first?
· We all love you very much.
I know two-babes who would like
I
love
the
way
you
wear
you
personals! K~p it up!! Soil Tiller
ROBERT REDFORD
to meet him .
mustache.
DJS II, Bus, & Denis
Will exchange tutoring/teach· ing basic Russian, Polish, Italian,
(possibly others) and English as a
second language for conversational
Fr~nch,_ Spanish or , German on
intermediate or advanced level. On
or off campus 274-1562.

------- --:-----

-- ~~ ---------
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SIZE 8%
Pie,
Large hands protect ·those with
You should be practicing for
smaller hands. You trust no one · that secretarial job now. The last
and with good reason. Brutus is _one is not doing anything.
·everywhere. But trust those who
stand beside you. Hold my hand, DJS I,
trust me, I'm your friend.
I don 't ever want to meet Ron
Size 7 again! I'm not going to teach at
your school if he's there. He was
SICK IN BED LAST SUNDAY, just too much.
Take 2 aspirins (so you can't
Des-can't
complain "1-'ve got a headache"),
drink plenty of fluids (you're going Brent,
to need to replenish lost body fluid
During this pre-season training
sweat, sweat ... ), and rest in bed don't overdo it. I know it's
until the nurse comes. I'll be there important but don't kill yourself.
in a flash with the perscription·.
There just never seems to be
enough time in the daY"-.for
Penmanship perfectionist,
everything you want to do.
·
Charles Joseph ... sure! You're
Olivia,
crazy to · even doddle such things
because it's impossible? Isn't it. Bass,
(Or is it wishful thinking.)
I want you to know that I really
xoxoxo
appreicate knowing you. Sorry we
10 min. signature couldn't do it your way. Please
stay my dearest friend always.
Love Jan
HAM & CHEESE:
To gaze at you .across a candle
lit table would be so romantic. But
MONICA,
even quick sandwiches in the
Could.you please clarify yourse~
afternoon are like champagne and
as to the . individual you are
a quiet dinner for two because
ref. -~ to as SCAR???
we're together. You make the
A Persepctive SCAR
moments special because you are
P.f> ' took forward to being your
special to me.
"Molarian" Cheese · valenti·ne!!!
TO THE 2
PARTYING ITALIANS :
It takes two hands to handle a
whopper.
• THE LADIES

---------------

Lil Hons,
Big loves to the one with a butt
like a monkey. Monday night you
were all wet.
The Great Baldo Pepper

LAMAR:
WILL YOU TEACH
THAT DANCE???

ME

To the 2 obnoxious boys in the
typing room:
y OU are really cramping 'my
style act your age if you want
others to! JUST KIDDING! I
leaned over T.K. & J.D. - I can't
believe what I read.
Signed 2 concerned young ladies
Dearest STOP,
The past two months with you
have been the fulfillment of the a
life time dream. With you. I can
forsee no "Autumns wheµ leaves
wither and crumble." May our leaf
remain green for the rest of
eternity.
Yours eternally,
SPECIAL FOOL

Buffalo Bob;
The next time you get in the
mood to throw a pitcher of water
at someone, please let me know so
I won't be in the place at the
wrong time!
LIA:
OH OH WERE LOST. WHICH
WAY DO WE GO???? PON DU
LAC OR MADISON????? Sue "I
DON'T WANT TO GO TO
JAIL!!!!!!

------7 --------

To my big bro~her lg,
I would like you to come
Saturday, Feb. 19th at 7:00 to an
Italian dinner. It's at Aimee's
house so if you need directions ask
me. After dinner it's an open party
so B.Y.O.B and BY.O.D. See you
Saturday around 7:00.
Love your little sister,
Dover
P.S. I still owe you one at Hank's
STRETCH:□

ARE YOU AWAKE???? OR
ARE YOU STILL HUNGRY?????
D. Elboom [Teach),
Got a new line yet for "Moving
right along?"
--Who's Russian?

NEED HELP
IN CHOOSING
A CAREER?
For information on
a -training program
& career opportunities write to:
.
MISSIONARIES
OF A F RICA

To 89 IQ,
Is down hard to clean? So sorry.
Again I'm . . .
Always Embarrassed
To Christie [crush nuts) Jenner,
Welcome to Chicago! Thanks so
much for helping us out Feb. 14th.
Your a great saleswoman (even
with frosting -on your face)
Another thanks is also due for
taking that adventurous journey
with me Sunday Night. It's nice to
be able to talk to someone who
understands.
Love always,
A friend I leaned over
JOHN DENVER:
I cliallenge your yellow hide to a
championship match. You · know
what I ·mean.
The HULK
To Don B.M. Peterson,
Thanks for being such a good
friend - and always having an
open ear and a word of wisdom for
me. I luv J.B. - she is BEST!
I Love Ya,
Dover
P.S. This personal takes care of
one · I didnT send you on
Valentines Day.

.
. ... Tarry,·
D oc, ' .! ;;
I admire your ability to express ·
Tell me about this "Mike" guy.
yourself. You're quiet but yqu
Did you have fun at the party?
know what you're, talking about.
How does it feel to go to a party
Olivia with 2 ex-boyfriends there too?
----------. . - .
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

• lunch-11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
• ·cocktalls & Appetizers
2:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
• Dlnner-5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.in.
hior.., ...,...._,. 11 e;;,1111 hlipt1!!
ALLYOUCANfAT
VISIT OUR NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE
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Food Served from the Far fast

:

334-5252 '

:

-- - - - •••
Wetch for our new location

:

:

2839W. TOUHY AVENUE :

•:
. !•
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Hemisphere Travel. 100
938 Piper Lane , Wheeling , Illinois 60090
Willow Park Plaza , M ilwaukee & Palatine Road
Wheeling (312) 541 -7575,' Chi cago (312) 631-1344

Easter and Spring Break
Charter flights direct from Chicago
8DAYS

-----------J- ---

7NIGHTS

PUERTO RICO
_
CANARY ISLANDS
ARUBA
FREEPORT
EL SALVADOR
COSTAR/CA
HAWAII
LONDON
CURACAO
MEXICO CITY, TAXCO & ACAPULCO

...... - - -

To my "Peppermint Friends,"
Glad to know we have a mutal
"past" times, Shall we try for the
greener pastures (hay) of life.
Part of2.5

Don't Delay -

$289.00

$299.00
$359.00
$339.00
$289.00
$339.00
$339.00
$399.00
$429.00'
$339.00
$299.00

Make Your Reservations Today!

Northeastern Illinois University
The cost of this trip is only
·

SCAR:
Thank you for an unforgettable
night! I'll always remember it!
MONICA

'

i

:

: ~ - - - - - - - " ' MAGIC WOK•oPfNING SOON _

Jim and Tim are boobs for
making plans on Saturday night.

=,

;

Ivery Thursday 11 International Day

5854 •. LIICOLI
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To My John Denver:
I would love to ride the great
SIL VER STREAK with you
anytime!
LUV, little blonde girl
-

THECHINESE BUFFET

Ct.....t:I·-N, E~E

Dear Dover,
Feel free to " use" my car when
you don't feel just right.
Your Clepto sister

-

You

: _ _"_ ___~___ LUNCH $2.49 DINNER $4.25:

MONICA:
. You are but _a pimple in a sea of
acne .
SCAR

l J./

•

•

Dear Gibby,
Are You surprised? Write back!
Karate

-------

Page 11

Acapulco
For information on the Acapulco trip

CONTACT: Marybel Vega or Evelyn Flore~ciano
AT THE RED DESK 7~2-5283
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ELECTRONICS
ALL MAKES

COLOR - BLACK & WHITE - STEREO
REASONABLE EFFICIENT
w

5637 N. LINCOLN AVE. CITY
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SAME DAY
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sports
Gymnasts
await invitational
by Lynn· Hitchcock
. - _p lace seventh and eighth in
The Women's Gymnastics All-Around. The · final team
Team had their final home st andings were CTC 74.65, ·
meet with an upsetting loss to UNI 79.80, Kish 82.80, NIU
Northern and Kishwaukee. 85.30.
T hey were able to beat
They were except ionally
Concordia. · Gloria Feliciano's happy to trample Northwessteadiness on the beam earned tern and Wheaton in their last
her a third. In . Floor Exercise small meet . Everyone did a
Jan N er ovich placed third , fine job. Good luck March 5 at
with Gloria close behind in the Triton Invitational. We
fifth. On Unevens Jan tried for need support. Come support
sixth. Jan and Gloria earI)etl your local gymnasts.
themselves enough points to

Hockey ·ends
by John Stepal
UNI concluded their dismal
season last Sunday as they
dropped an 8-4 decision to the
Marquette Warriors, a team
which the Ice Eagles had
defeated earlier this year. The
referees had to call the game
with thirty seconds remaining,
a result of the many fights
that occured.
Marquette had a 3-2 lead
midway through the secQJld
period, when a fight broke out
and ev ent ually led to the
strangest penalty call that I've
ever seen. Emil Twardowski
and a Marquette player start- .
ed going at it. Just as another
Warrior was about to violate
the " third man" rule, Dave
Starzynski made sure · he
wasn't able to do so, and he
soon got into a brief skirmish
with that player, also.
The referees decided that
Starz was· the third man in the
fight. (The penalty for this is a
game misconduct.) This decision so infuriated coach Mark
Breen that he , too, was
excused from the game. Bob
Wiedman was soon to follow,
and E mil , as well as the player
with whom he was fighting,
was given the rest of the day

off, a lso. The refs then
penalized Emil, Dave, and the
man whom Dave had fought,
but not Emil's protagonist. If
you can figure that one out,
stop by sometime and explain
it to me.
UNI came back to tie the
game twic~ on goals by Jim
Martino .a nd George· Shiavone,
but a• last minute goal by
Marquette saw them leave the
ice after two periods holding a
slim 5-4 lead. In the . third
period Marquette was able to
take advantage of Northeastem' s lack of manpower and
score three goals to make the
final tally 8-4.
Although the Ice Eagles will
probably make the s t ate
tournament, the Marquette
game was the last home game
for Al Blitstein, Bob Hessberger, Wes Kranz, Mike Setze,
and Twardowski. With the
exception of the Northern
Illinois game, however, nobody
has come to see the Eagles
play, so this fact has lost much
of its significance. It's unfortunate that the Eagles could
not have drawn better support,
. as they were almost always an
exciting team to watch, in
spite of their final 7-17 record.

Gary Briars shoots a fouL shot against Lewis [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

Basketball woes:

UNI not to be in playoffs

by John Stepal
Due t o last week's disappointing performance, the Golden Eagles most likely lost
their chance to qualify for the
N AIA District 20 playoffs.
.Their first defeat came at the
hands of St. Francis (74-72), a
team which Northeastern
handled easily in their previous encounter this season.
Their other loss was to a
nationally-ranked powerhouse,
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
be
sure, the Eagles, were decided
. underdogs against their thirdranked (NCAA- Division II)
opponents , but were not
exp~ted to score their lowest
offensive output of this season
vs. the Phoenix. These two
setbacks lowered the . Eagles'
record to 14-12, with only four
games remaining. Two will
have already been played by
the time this is printed, and
only Circle (in our Homecoming game tonight) and Lewis
(tuesday) will be remaining on
Northeastem's schedule.
Last Week's two losses only
cinched the Eagles' fate,
ho~ever. Although many fac,
tors can be attributed to·
Dennis Soboj, #7 on the UNI Ice ·Eagles, prepares to receive the Northeastem's · failure to win
puck. The Ice Eagles lost 8-4 in a game gainst Marquette which
their conference or make the
was laiden with penalties and disqualifications . .[Photo by Ann F .
Holda]

To

play offs , I think the real
reason came January 6, when
UNI lost six players, most of
whom were declared ineligible
due · to grades. The six were
George Shimko, Brad Davis,
Peppi Martin, Danny Hill ,
Murray Hampton, and Derrick
Stewart. Of these, the losses of
Shimko and Davis were felt
the hardest, as they had been
the third guard and forward,
respectively.
This occurred at the time
when Gary Briars was just
coming back from his ankle
injury, and also when Sam
Clark was hobbling due to a
recently sprained ankle. As
fate would have it, UNI had
the unenviable task of hostin~
St. Xavier qn January 6 in this
shorthanded fashion. Even in
this condition, UNI would've
won the game had it not been
for the pair of blind referees
that "covered"' the game.
This is not a knock at the
players who have seen more
playing time as a result of the
aforementioned incident. Two
players who have benefited are
Carl Nowack and Ron Bates.
Carl has filled in very well at
guard, giving Bobby Beckam
and Lamarr Mondane an

-1,;

occasional br~ather. ·He has
shown enough poise to obtain
Coach Doug D e Vincent ' s
confidence, as exhibited by the
fac t that Doug will no t
he sitate to use him in a
pressure situation. Nowack's
high point of the season
probably came against Chicago State, when he stole the
ball in the last two seconds to
insure Northeastem's double
overtime victory.
Bates; meanwhile, is quite a
different story. In many of the
games he has played , it
appears that he seems unsure
of ·himself at _times. He looks
better with every game, however, and will undoubtedly
continue to improve. The 6'6"
freshman is a good rebounder,
and has proven he can't be left
alone, as his recent 16 point
game against George Williams
will attest.
Man for man, the Eagles'
starting five is every bit as
good as the Cougars ', but it is
there that the similarity ends,
as St. Xavier possesses more
depth than UNI. SXC deserves to be conference
· champs, but I wonder what
might have happened had· not
all" the breaks gone against us.
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Research Services, Inc.

407 S. DEARBORN • ROOM 600
CHICAG O. ILL. 60605.

(312) 922-0390

OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL APPAREL
Better Junior & Ms. Clothes For Less Money
·

TOP QUALITY NAM E BRANDS
AT SAVIN GS UP TO

Dally 10:30-5:30
Thurs. 10:31>-8:30
Sunday, 12:0G-5:00

?5o/cO

3311 W. BRYN M AWR
• (1 ½ Blocks from Northeastern)

oP~~J~ciHE

OFF·THE .
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

539-1450

